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A Family Book is a listing of all families in the village, alphabetically arranged by generation, 
showing the dates of birth, marriage and death for each person.  
 
The Familienbuch der katholische Pfarrgemeinde Johannisfeld im Banat was published in 2000.  
Each family in the village is shown, based on data from church records in Johannisfeld and other 
Banat villages, as well as data from other sources.  Many families were traced back to their 
village of origin in former German states prior to migration to the Banat.  Individuals who 
emigrated to the United States after 1900 are also listed, including Ship passenger records and 
US Census data.   
 
All hard copies of the book are sold out, however, the same data is still available on CD in 
Microsoft Word format.  The CD version includes additional data obtained after the original 
book was published.  The book is in German with an English translation guide to commonly 
used words and phrases. 
 
Each family is assigned a “family number.”  The mothers of illegitimate children also receive a 
family number.  The family number is shown to the left of the surname.  The family numbers of 
children who later marry are shown to the right of the child’s name and birth date, for example: 
 
B101 BACH, Johann  S.v. Nikolaus Bach u. Maria Elis. Reichrat  
 *25.04.1787 Hatzfeld (Qu: Henz)     +10.04.1828 J.I.57 45 J. 
 oo 02.02.1808 J.I. 1 
 WEBER, Katharina T.v. Bernhard Weber u. Elisab. Nn (W122.3) 
 *22.02.1791 Hatzfeld 
 1. Nikolaus *18.09.1809 Jfd. oo 1831 A. M. Hebb  (B107) 
 2. Bernard *07.09.1811  
 3. Johann *06.09.1813  oo 1835 Barbara Neu  (B104) 
 4. Anna Maria *05.01.1816  oo 1834 Mathias Hebb  (H144) 
 5. Jakob *21.02.1818  I oo 1841 Margaretha Schultz  (B103) 
   II oo 1843 Katharina Wiesbacher  
 6. Peter *26.01.1820  oo 1839 Anna Schlimmer  (B108) 
 7. Franz *14.02.1822  
 8. Josef *01.11.1825  oo 1852 Anna Poldt  (B105)  
 
Familie Bach stammt aus Mehring, Kr. Trier.  Mathias Bach (~1706 +1773 Hatz. ) von “Mering” aus dem 
Trierischen ist am 19.04.1766 in Wien registriert worden , in Hatzfeld angesiedelt.  (Qu: WK 56/73,  Stader #01372) 
 
This example shows the family of Johann Bach and his wife Katharina Weber, both born in 
Hatzfeld, Hungary.  Their children were all born in Johannisfeld.  The notation at the end states 
that the Bach family emigrated to the Banat from the town of Mehring in the region of Trier in 
1766 and settled in Hatzfeld.   
 


